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Accelerate G2 Development with Copilot

Automate coding, design icons, and find answers instantly with  

AI-powered assistance

Does G2 development feel less efficient than it could be? Gensym Copilot's AI-powered suite, featuring a Code 

Generator, Icon Generator, and Documentation Assistant, tackles common pain points like repetitive coding, slow 

icon creation, and finding answers scattered throughout manuals. Streamline your workflow, free up your time, 

and focus on what matters most – building exceptional G2 applications.

Enhanced Development Efficiency

Increased Creativity and Experimentation

Streamlined Documentation Access

Key Features

Code Generator: Automatically generates G2 KB language code, including rules and procedures, from simple 

prompts. This code is directly converted into usable G2 objects, facilitating rapid application development. 

Custom training on customer code bases enhances the module's utility and accuracy.

Icon Generator: Simplifies the icon creation process for G2 objects. Users can describe what they want, and 

the Icon Generator produces minimalistic, ready-to-use icons that can be further edited with G2’s native tools.

Documentation Assistant: Provides instant, ChatGPT-like responses to queries on G2-related topics, sourcing 

answers from relevant documentation. This feature ensures developers have quick access to the information 

they need, when they need it.

Challenge Solution

Time Lost on Routine Tasks Gensym Copilot accelerates development with automated coding and design 

tools, giving you back valuable time to focus on what matters.

Stifled Creativity Gensym Copilot removes technical roadblocks, empowering you to explore new 

solutions, try innovative features, and bring your best ideas to life.

G2 Knowledge Scattered Gensym Copilot cuts through the clutter with on-demand, relevant G2 answers. 

No more time wasted searching for the information you need.

Generic tools not tailored to you Gensym Copilot adapts to your specific needs and becomes more efficient over 

time with its customizable Code Generator. Get faster results that are unique to 

your projects.

Gensym Copilot streamlines the complexities of G2 development with AI-powered assistance. Spend less time on 

technical hurdles and more time bringing your creative solutions to life.
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